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Abstract 

 

The Johns Hopkins Malaria Research Institute (JHMRI) is working with local 

partners to develop strategies to eliminate malaria transmission around the town 

of Macha in Southern Province, Zambia. There are several studies being 

conducted to model and evaluate effective interventions to combat transmission 

and infection. Modeling local transmission and conducting geostatistical analysis 

of malaria transmission dynamics require location data for several types of sites: 

aquatic habitats potentially hosting Anopheles mosquito larvae and households 

where human hosts reside are both too numerous and expensive to manually 

geolocate. Thus, we sought to mine satellite imagery of Macha and the 

surrounding area for these sites of interest with GIS techniques and software. 

We utilized ArcGIS software to conduct our analyses and develop our model 

and for this required two different approaches to harvest spatial coordinates for 

aquatic habitats and potential households because of the high-resolution/low-

bands necessary to resolve small features. The classification stage of the Aquatic 

Habitats model consists of a Principle Components Analysis (PCA) followed by a 

binary supervised Maximum Likelihood Classification (MLC) using manually 

generated training samples. The classification stage of the Host Household 

model applied pansharpening of the multiband raster image with the 
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panchromatic raster followed by a 25-class unsupervised ISODATA classifier, 

which reclassified on a binary raster based on analyst class selection of 

appropriate generated classes. Both models shared techniques for feature 

extraction once we had a binary raster, which consisted of a transformation from 

raster to polygon, and then filtering the polygonal shape based on empirical 

data. Following an accuracy assessment, another transformation of point features 

was done before geolocation of X and Y coordinates. 

Our models resulted in enumeration and coordinates for 1,702 aquatic habitat 

locations and 27,548 host household locations. An accuracy assessment using at 

350 km2 test region gave the Aquatic Habitat geolocation model an F1 score of 

0.9181 and the Household geolocation model an F - score of 0.8547. We were able 

to map the observed household and aquatic habitat distribution and densities 

across the 2400 km2 study area as well as infer spatial relationship to potential 

malaria transmission sites from these data. These findings support the use of GIS 

software and spatial modeling to inform or evaluate interventions but external 

testing of this model on different areas with climate and population variation is 

necessary to validate our results.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Thesis Statement 

Modeling local malaria transmission has previously been challenging, 

especially so in low-transmission settings. New tools in remote sensing and agent-

based modeling allow us to create an accurate spatial determination of sites that 

are key to local malaria transmission. For this project our goal was to use image 

mining to extract microepidemiologic features of interest for malaria transmission 

from remote sensing imagery of southern Zambia. 

 

1.2 Background 

Since the earliest models of malaria by Ronald Ross over a century ago, public 

health researchers have sought to characterize the transmission of malaria 

between mosquitoes and humans in different environments. The goal of these 

models has been to not only characterize disease dynamics but to inform malaria 

control and elimination strategies [1]. As Ross’s original model of differential 

equations has evolved over time, it has been expanded and refined, most 

significantly with the addition of George Macdonald’s quantitative theories of 

vectorial capacity and R0 in 1957 [1]. The Ross-Macdonald model of malaria 
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transmission dynamics represented one of the greatest steps forward in 

mathematical epidemiology and was the key tool for quantitive analysis used 

during the Global Malaria Eradication Programme launched by the WHO in 1955 

[2]. Macdonald’s final published work was a stochastic model of malaria 

transmission that included the first in-silico simulations of malaria transmission 

dynamics. There is no one canonical “Ross-Macdonald model” but rather a form 

of several different models and types of modeling styles that fall under the “Ross-

Macdonald” form of model [3].  

 

 𝑅0 =
𝑚𝑎2𝑏𝑐

(− ln𝑝)𝑟
𝑝𝑣 

𝑉 =
𝑚𝑎2

(− ln𝑝)
𝑝𝑣 

Figure 1: Example of standard Ross-Macdonald model of malaria transmission. 

R0 describes the expected number of secondary infections resulting from a single 

infected host in a completely susceptible population. Measurable quantities 

include: m the ratio of mosquitoes to humans, a the human blood feeding rate, b 

the proportion of bites by an infected mosquito that infect a human, c the 

probability of infection if a mosquito bites an infected human, p mosquito 

probability of surviving one day (-ln p = the instantaneous death rate), r the daily 

human recovery rate from infection, and v the extrinsic incubation period. V 

describes the vectorial capacity, the capability of disease transmission from 

vector to a host [3]. 
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In the half-century that followed, the model has been modified and refined to 

include many different forms that incorporate pathogen latency in mosquitoes, 

seasonality, and fluctuating host immunity, as well as several types of 

superinfection [2]. During the 100 years that passed between Ross’s early 

calculations and the family of dynamic disease models that are used today, these 

equations evolved from just a single equation to multiple models from Davidson, 

Draper, Garrett-Jones, Lotka, Moskovski; a total of 338 models featuring a large 

majority of the Ross-Macdonald assumptions were published between 1970 and 

2010 [3]. These models were all compartmental models utilizing similar 

differential equations seeking to explain some empirical phenomena in mosquito-

borne pathogen transmission and featured: dynamic malaria transmission, R0 and 

vectorial capacity, metrics for pathogen transmission measurement with defined 

predictions of quantitative associations (such as between infection rates and 

mosquito densities), effect sizes for vector control efforts with varying mosquito 

longevity, and response timelines of various metrics for control [2,3]. 

While the Ross-Macdonald theory of mosquito-borne disease transmission has 

been instrumental in evaluating malaria control programs and establishing the 

foundation of mosquito-borne disease dynamics, there have been increasing issues 

challenging the applicability of the theory. In malaria transmission there is 

significant spatial heterogeneity observed at both the macro- and micro-scale 
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levels in observed transmission patterns [4]. On the micro-scale of local 

transmission, ecology, geography, human behavior, and mosquito biology all 

affect the rate of transmission. One of the underlying assumptions of the Ross-

Macdonald theory is the principle of mass-action, which is based on the ideal rate 

of reaction of molecules in an ideal solution [3]; thus, assuming all humans have 

the same risk of exposure and all mosquito habitats are homogenously distributed, 

both inaccurate assumptions that allowed researchers to simplify the model for 

the sake of a basic expression of R0 [5].  

Small-scale transmission of malaria has been characterized as “local and focal” 

[5], which is caused by local foci of human infection and transmission hotspots 

due to the unequal distribution of aquatic breeding and egg laying habitats and 

population centers in the environment. Compartmental models like the Ross-

Macdonald theory models have tried to handle spatial dependence and 

heterogeneity with limited success [4]. With the advances in modeling and 

computing power, spatially explicit agent-based models present the best 

opportunity for simulating micro-scale transmission. Functional agent-based 

models (ABM’s) for malaria must integrate geography, epidemiology, 

demography, and entomology to build a comprehensive simulation of the 

transmission environment [6].  
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A key step before modeling malaria transmission at a local scale is creating an 

accurate representation of the malaria transmission environment as it currently 

stands. To understand the complex nature that drives malaria transmission, and 

Figure 2: Spatial modeling and landscape epidemiology form one key part of 

understanding malaria transmission dynamics along with public health and 

computational biology. Computational biology allows for modeling and 

simulation of transmission, and public health evaluates interventions and 

parasitology/vector biology. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) establishes 

the spatial relationships and environmental factors in malaria transmission [6]. 
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the relationship between locations key to malaria transmission, the parasite host 

locations, and the vector habitats, need further examination.  

 

1.3 Purpose 

We sought to determine the number, locations, and distances between sites that 

influence endemic malaria transmission in rural southern Africa. This area is a 

setting of low-level transmission with a goal of malaria elimination. The aim of 

this work was to produce data to inform local transmission dynamics in low 

transmission settings more precisely than previously studies to guide potential 

elimination strategies and future agent-based modeling efforts.  

To accomplish this aim, we selected an area of 2,400 km2 located approximately 

70 km from the town of Choma, Zambia to serve as our study site. This site was 

chosen as it was a low (characterized as ~ 1%) prevalence area with very diverse 

spatial heterogeneity in terms of human (mix of uninhabited, farmsteads, family 

villages, and towns) and vector (low- and high-density surface water locations) 

[7]. This site has served as the setting for malaria research for over a decade, 

allowing evidence-based parameter estimates. The Macha area was thought to 

have hypoendemic malaria transmission which was determined by empirical data 

gathered in the field on infection rates, entomology, and serology studies [7].  
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A model that incorporates the spatial considerations of malaria transmission is 

the MBITES (Mosquito flight Bout-based and Individual-based Transmission 

Ecology Simulator) and MBDETES (Mosquito Bout-based Differential Equation-

based Transmission Ecology Simulator) modeling frameworks, which was used as 

the basis of our Choma local transmission model. These behavior state frameworks 

are in development by the Modular Analysis and Simulation for Health group 

under Dr. David L. Smith at the University of Washington [8]. At their core, the 

behavior state frameworks are based on sequential flight-bouts founded in 

algorithms approximating a mosquito’s physiological or behavioral state and its 

feed success or survival influenced by the environmental/ecological context. The 

model is based on an understanding of the epidemiological landscape of malaria 

transmission as a heterogenous distribution of host household residences and 

aquatic habitats for mosquito breeding. 

  

 

 

1.4 Key Problems 

A key problem is the need for data harvesting of locations for human 

residential sites and potential mosquito breeding and larval development habitats. 
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For us to obtain locations for humans and mosquito agents to originate in our 

model, we gathered data on households and potential Anopheles aquatic habitats. 

This could be accomplished by field surveys but a more efficient method would 

be through remote sensing. To create a geolocation model incorporating spatial 

effects and heterogeneities in malaria transmission site distribution in Macha, 

Zambia, there were several steps that had to be accomplished. 

 

1.  Geographic Information System software and commercially available 

satellite imagery have been utilized in the past to harvest locational 

information for mosquito aquatic habitats and households through 

image classification [9,10]. Classification of our remote sensing imagery 

raster datasets was the first step in our image mining process. Advanced 

spatial analysis techniques, including resampling and segmentation, 

were necessary in order to resolve and correctly identify these locations 

in high-resolution low-band imagery.  

 

 

2.  Transforming our classified rasters into point coordinates of our 

features of interest was the next challenge [11]. Feature extraction from 

classified rasters needed to be accomplished through conversion of 
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raster and algorithmic filtering. This was based on our understanding 

of the features as empirically present in the study area and literature 

sources [12].  

 

3. Accuracy assessment and evaluation of model performance: 

determining sensitivity, specificity, precision and recall of our 

geolocation models. Comparison of our aquatic habitats and host 

household geolocation models with a gold standard would be a critical 

component for evaluating our image extraction process.  Comparison 

with similar geolocation utilities was drawn from contemporary 

literature.  A comprehensive plan and evaluation of each models’ output 

data for human model parameters, mosquito model parameters, and the 

overall landscape activity space needed to be developed [13,14].  

 

 

1.5 Potential Impacts  

Malaria has been a significant health challenge around the world for many 

years with significant amounts of money sent and personnel used in an attempt to 

reduce or eliminate malaria. The global burden of malaria is concentrated in some 
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of the least developed and poorest countries in Africa, South America, and South 

Asia. There are even claims that malaria is a cause of poverty and hindrance to 

economic development in equatorial regions [15]. With the changes in climate and 

increased global travel, many believe that malaria will spread or be reintroduced 

to hitherto unexposed populations. Agencies like the WHO have pushed for 

malaria elimination in 20 countries by 2020 and NGO’s such as the Gates 

Foundation have established goals to seek worldwide eradication by 2040 [16]. To 

inform malaria elimination programs, whether they target human, vector, or 

parasite, a suitable spatial model is helpful for evaluating interventions before 

rollout. This prevents the loss of invaluable money, time, or resources, in addition 

to potential loss of public support. Using spatial statistics and modeling to assess 

the potential effectiveness of interventions has been widely adopted in global 

public health [17]. There are limitations to what spatial modeling can address, 

which is why the spatial data can form one component of a more complex agent-

based model. Any single modeling paradigm will be inadequate to accurately 

represent all scenarios, and stochasticity and the irrationality of human behavior 

make an ABM at best approximate to true malaria transmission dynamics. 

Computational demands of modeling at our constituent unit level requires some 

simplification for expedience as well as potential for unrealized data demands.  

Fundamentally, modeling is imperfect due to spatial resolution of imagery, 
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unknown/unknowable host/disease quirks, inherent limitations in mathematical 

analysis, inaccessibility of data gathering, and the intrinsic entropy of the natural 

world [18]. As written by Dr. George E. P. Box, “Essentially, all models are wrong, 

but some are useful”, and we hope this model could be a tool in endemic malaria 

eradication campaigns in southern Zambia, Africa, and potentially elsewhere [19]. 

Zambia has seen an increase in reported malaria cases since 2011 despite 

improved surveillance and funding for malaria elimination programs [19]. This 

geolocation model could provide insight into the areas more likely to feature local 

level transmission and assist health workers in determining where to focus efforts. 

Dr. S. D. Moshkovski wrote in 1964 that: “The aim of [model dynamics] is to 

calculate the size of measures […] necessary for the eradication of the disease;” 

[21,22]. Moshkovski used simplified models based on an endemic malaria 

infection level set equal to disappearance rate (recovery, death, or departure) 

divided by infectiousness (approximate to entomological inoculation rate), but our 

aim is also to use models to assist in determining the size of measure necessary for 

elimination of malaria in Macha. These tenets still hold true and underpin the fact 

that in addition to increasing understanding of malaria transmission complexity 

at a local level, spatial statistics is ultimately a tool for informing elimination 

efforts [23]. 
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Chapter 2 

Methods  

2.1 Study Area 

The study area for this project was chosen due to the longstanding relationship 

between the Johns Hopkins Malaria Research Institute and the Macha Research 

Trust in Macha, Zambia [24]. Macha is in Choma District of Southern Province, 

Zambia. For most of the past decade, the region around Macha has been the focus 

of several malaria transmission elimination programs conducted through the 

Figure 3: Study area in Choma district, Southern province, Zambia comprising 

2400 km2 of ground surface.  
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Zambian Ministry of Health and Malaria Institute at Macha [25]. Currently Choma 

District features a low parasite prevalence (approximately 1%) and hypoendemic, 

seasonal transmission, which has caused difficulties in modeling malaria 

transmission at local setting as well as implementing malaria elimination 

strategies [26].  

The study area consisted of 2400 km2 of ground surface area covering the town 

of Macha and the surrounding area to the east and south of the town center area. 

The area is primarily rural with the closest town of Choma located 80 km away 

[25]. Its topology features open savannah with some trees and has a tropical 

climate with a rainy season for six months of the year [24]. Located 900 m above 

sea level, the Macha area is populated by members of the Batonga tribe that live a 

traditional substance farming lifestyle in “homesteads” consisting of an extended 

family unit. Average population density per 2010 Zambian census is 25 per km2 

with several village groups such as Macha itself having a semi-urban structure and 

density. Average age of the population is 12 years and the average life expectancy 

at birth is 48.3 years [24].  

We utilized remote sensing data provided by the GeoEye-1 satellite which was 

comprised of 4-band 1.64 m spatial resolution and 0.41 m resolution panchromatic 

single-band imagery. Our multispectral imagery featured bands for blue, green, 

red, an NIR (near-infrared) [27]. This remote sensing data was gathered over two 
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different time periods in 2016: the western portion was captured during the dry 

season, and the eastern section of the imagery during the wet season. We captured 

1600 km2 of imagery during the dry season and a separate 800 km2 of imagery of 

the wet season; wet season imagery was restricted by clouds covering parts of the 

study area. Malaria transmission peaks during the rainy season from November 

to April [28]. 

The primary malaria mosquito vector present in the study area is Anopheles 

arabiensis, with a potential secondary vector in An. squamosus, a related species in 

subgenus Cellia [29].  The prevalence of parasitemia in the Macha area decreased 

from 9.2% in 2008 to its current level at 1% in 2013 [30]. The Macha region has been 

host to multiple malaria transmission interventions including: artemisinin-based 

combination therapy (ACT) starting in 2004; long-lasting insecticide treated nets 

(LLIN) distributions in 2007, 2012, and 2014; and reactive case detection (RCD) 

campaigns in 2007 and 2008, as well as the current Step D reactive case finding 

program underway [28, 30]. Current household LLIN ownership stands at 83% 

[30].  

The microepidemiologic malaria transmission sites in our study area, 

including haunts, habitats, and sugar sources, were structured as follows for the 

simulation model. The “haunts”, or anthropophilic blood feeding sites for female 

mosquitoes, are the household structures that make up the rural population 
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homestead building clusters as well as commercial and residential structures 

grouped together in semi-urban town formations. These structures possessed both 

natural and artificial roofing materials and varied from 3 m radius round 

structures to 100 m rectangular buildings. The aquatic habitats are sites where 

vector species could deposit their eggs and have potential for mosquito larvae to 

develop in water. The suitability of a location to serve as a mosquito habitat for 

Anopheles is contingent upon exposed natural surface water, stagnant or low 

current, muddy or clear, and in our case large enough to be spatially resolved (1.65 

m) [31]. The overall hydrography of the study area included rivers, streams, 

ponds, lakes, retention pools, and wet season marshes. Sugar feeding sites 

available in the study area consisted of flowering, dewy, or sap producing plants. 

Studies have shown An. arabiensis to have a diverse ability to extract sugars from 

nectar, honeydew, and sap, and multiple species of plants that Anopheles 

preferentially feed on are established in the area [32]. Sugar feeding sites were 

defined as any visible, live (currently photosynthesizing) vegetation due to the 

varied vector diet and lack of ability to resolve plant species from this distance.  
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2.2 GIS Image Mining  

In the field of data analysis, data mining has become a useful tool to extract 

relevant information from very large datasets. The process by which the 

information of interest is targeted and identified requires construction of  

workflows and/or models in order to handle the computational requirements of 

trawling or searching large-scale datasets [33]. Different programs can be used to 

perform analytics on different types of data. Recently, these techniques have been 

applied to data gathered from remote sensing. Imagery datasets produced from 

satellites contain large amounts of spectral data on the ground surface they 

Figure 4: Features include top: (a.) [34] and bottom: (b.) [35].  

(a.) Natural and artificial roofed households usually exist in multi-dwelling 

“homestead” clusters consisting of a family or related clan. These locations 

represent haunts where female mosquitoes would find blood meals. 

(b.) Stagnant surface water can serve as aquatic habitats for Anopheles mosquito 

breeding. Habitats are the origin point for mosquito larva and are aquatic habitats 

where male and female mosquitoes will congregate. Anopheles females generally 

stay within 1-2 km of aquatic habitats.  
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captured, which can reveal spatial relationships and information that previously 

took significant time and money to gather [36]. This process of analyzing and 

extracting targeted information from visual datasets is known as “image mining”.  

In our image mining project, we utilized the geographic information system 

software from the ArcGIS Desktop suite by Esri, specifically ArcMap 10.6 and 

ArcGIS Pro 2.3.3. Our files were imported in .TIL format which contains several 

.TIFF files from a single pass strung together. When imported into ArcMap or 

ArcGIS Pro, this image file is converted into a raster dataset where there are several 

overlapping “bands” that contain pixels which are each assigned a value. These 

bands each hold a segment of the total wavelength spectral data that was collected 

through remote sensing [27]. A panchromatic band is a converted greyscale image 

that collects data from red, green, and blue portions of the electromagnetic 

spectrum and uses this to detect minute differences in brightness resulting in the 

higher resolution [37]. These raster datasets are then collated spatially by being 

projected into the same coordinate system, in this case WGS 1984 UTM Zone 35S 

(southern Zambia). We overlaid a 1 km square grid over the images to assist in 

reference and determining distance and area. We built pyramids of our raster 

imagery to help in performance and drawing (also known as displaying) our large 

image files in the GIS. The imagery files of large areas are very data intensive and 

drawing the files in ArcGIS is time consuming. Building pyramids allowed the 
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imagery rasters to be displayed at a lower resolution when not visually drawn in 

the display window of the GIS program for better performance and for faster 

drawing and processing of the map area [38]. 

The objective of our image mining was the geospatial coordinates of our 

malaria transmission sites. To obtain these we developed two models, with each 

consisting of a classifier and feature extraction section.  

 

2.3 Geolocation Model of Aquatic Habitats 

The classification stage of the aquatic habitats model consisted of a principle 

components analysis (PCA) followed by a binary supervised maximum likelihood 

classification (MLC) using training samples created by the analyst.  

We ran a PCA on our 4-band imagery and chose a 3-band output, which 

allowed us to produce a 3-band red, green, blue (RGB) image that retained ~ 95% 

of the raster data and eliminated redundancy, thus making our object-based 

classification simpler. PCA identifies duplicate data over several datasets. Only 

essential information is aggregated into groups called principal components. This 

analysis takes intercorrelated variates and creates uncorrelated components. PCA 

assigns data to eigenvectors based on variability levels, ranks these on eigenvalue 

and, in doing so, reduces dimensionality resulting in a simplified dataset [39].  
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Our principle components output raster was then used to generate our two-

class water/not water training samples by visual selection by a human analyst. 

These training samples were fed into an MLC, which produced the binary 

classification in black and white. The MLC classified the input raster using a 

signature based on the training samples. MLC functions on the assumptions of 

and Bayes' theorem, with cells in each class sample in the multidimensional space 

being normally distributed. The tool considers both the variances and covariances 

of the class signatures when assigning each cell to one of the classes represented 

in the signature file [40].  

Figure 5: Training samples showing water/non-water binary training classes 

selected by GIS analyst. Blue represents surface hydrography while purple is all 

other surfaces. 
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The feature extraction portion of the aquatic habitat model consisted of 

performing a transformation from raster to polygon and then filtering the 

resulting polygonal shapes based on empirical data gathered from the study area 

[41]. Following another transformation from polygons to point features, an 

Figure 6: Geolocation model workflow for aquatic habitats in the Macha region. 

Starting with a spectral image from a remote sensing source, the image is 

classified and then features are extracted from the classified raster and exported 

in a file with point ID number, X-coordinate, and Y-coordinate in decimal 

degrees. 
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accuracy assessment was performed before geolocation of X and Y coordinates 

and any excess or redundant fields were removed.  

 

2.4 Geolocation Model of Household Structures 

 The classification stage of the host household model applied pansharpening of 

the multiband raster image with the panchromatic raster followed by a 25-class 

unsupervised classification, which was reclassified on a binary raster based on 

analyst class selection. 

 Pansharpening was used to fuse the higher-resolution panchromatic image to 

the multiband raster dataset to increase the resolution to resolve the smallest 

household structures (3 m) [42]. We employed segmentation to group adjacent 

Figure 7: Regular polygon shapes of structures in homestead cluster of 

households. The feature extraction model included filtering out polygons of 

shapes/sizes that do not conform per posteriori household examples. 
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pixels that displayed similar color characteristics in the raster images to create a 

larger spectral distance between natural roofed structures and ground cover [43]. 

Next, we performed an unsupervised Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis 

Technique (ISODATA or ISO) classification on these prepared rasters. We selected 

Figure 8: Geolocation model workflow for household structures in Macha 

region. Starting with a spectral image from a remote sensing source, the image is 

classified and then features are extracted from the classified raster and exported 

in a file with point ID number, X-coordinate, and Y-coordinate in decimal 

degrees.  
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several different parameters for the ISO Cluster analysis and ran a 25-class 

classification method. The ISODATA algorithm determines the characteristics of 

the natural groupings of cells in multidimensional attribute space. The clustering 

algorithm is a modified k-means clustering that merges clusters if their separation 

distance in multispectral feature space is less than a user-specified value and pre-

set cluster splitting rules. This method makes numerous passes through the 

dataset until specified results are obtained. 25 classes were found to represent the 

ideal number for our raster datasets and clusters of households [44]. As the last 

step, the analyst visually selects the single ISODATA class that had the best 

spectral fit for households and the image was reclassified on a binary selection of 

1/24 classes. 

The feature extraction portion of the household model consisted of performing 

a transformation from raster to polygon, and then filtering of the resulting 

polygonal shapes based on empirical data gathered from the study area [39]. 

Following an accuracy assessment, another transformation to point features was 

done before the geolocation of X and Y coordinates and any excess or redundant 

fields were removed. Both models shared techniques for feature extraction once a 

binary raster of potential sites was developed, and both models required human 

analyst selection of appropriate training/generated classes as a key step. After 

extraction of the household locations, we ran a density-based cluster analysis on 
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the households to determine the number of family homesteads [45]. Our cluster 

analysis was set at a cluster radius of 100 m, which approximates the upper-limit 

of observed dispersal in “homestead” structure groupings. 

 

2.5 Vegetative Sugar Feeding Potential Assessment 

To assess potential sugar feeding sites, we ran a raster analysis of the 

normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) of the study area. The NDVI 

analyzes the reflection percentage between the near-infrared (NIR) and red 

wavelengths of the spectrum and uses this to detect live, or actively 

photosynthesizing, vegetation at the ground level [46]. We set this by applying it 

to our pansharpened raster dataset to improve resolution of individual vegetation 

segments. Our  NDVI raster was displayed as a color ramp with a cutoff of 0.8 - 1 

NDVI value defined as green vegetation and < 0.8 as non-photosynthesizing 

vegetation and other surfaces, which was in line with contemporary literature 

guidelines [47].  

NDVI =   
(NIR − Red)

(NIR + Red)
 

Figure 9: Equation for normalized difference vegetation index values comparing 

reflection percentages between NIR bands and red bands of electromagnetic 

spectrum.  
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2.6 Accuracy Assessment of Geolocation Models  

We utilized a confusion matrix, a 2 by 2 table of predicted and actual positive 

and negative points gathered from our model test data for which true values are 

known, of points across a selected area of 350 km2 in order to assess the accuracy 

of our geolocation models [48,49]. This was developed using manual coordinate 

gathering by two different human analysts. The confusion matrix actual class for 

the aquatic surface features was composed of 130 pre-identified positive point 

features and 670 randomly generated negative points. Matching consisted of 

coordinate locations falling within 15 m of each other. The confusion matrix point 

Figure 10: Incoming visible and near-infrared light strikes live plant material 

and reflects 50% of NIR and 8% of the red wavelengths of light. Dead plant 

material surfaces reflect 40% of NIR and 30% of red wavelengths while other 

non-plant surfaces have similarly different reflection coefficients compared to 

live plants.  

50% NIR  

 8% RED 

40% NIR  

30% RED 

VIS + NIR VIS + NIR 
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collection for household cluster features was composed of 5912 pre-identified 

positive point features and 2679 randomly generated negative points. Matching 

consisted of falling with same household cluster (100 m, SE +/- 15 m) [50]. 
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Chapter 3 

Results  

3.1  Aquatic and Household Geolocation Models 

Harvesting of remote sensing imagery data resulted in enumeration and point 

X,Y coordinate location information for 1,702 aquatic habitat sites and 27,548 

household sites. The spatial statistics of the Macha study area showed that 

household density varied from <1 per km2 to 350 per km2, with an average 

household density of 12 per km2.  A total of 601 aquatic habitats were located in 

the dry season imagery (1,650 km2 from October 2016) while 1,101 aquatic habitats 

were located in the wet season imagery (750 km2 from March 2017). Dry season 

aquatic habitat average was 0.364 habitats per km2 and the wet season aquatic 

habitat average was 1.468 per km2.  

There were 1,955 km2 of grid squares with households in the study area, 395 

km2 of grid squares with aquatic habits inside, 338 km2 with both households and 

aquatic habits located together, and 385 km2 with neither. There were 173 km2 of 

grid squares where household numbers exceeded 1-SD (SD = 23) above the mean 

which were classified as semi-rural.  
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Figure 11: Geolocated potential malaria transmission sites across Macha study 

area. Green circles represented locations of identified aquatic habitat sites 

suitable for mosquito larvae development. Pink circles represented structures in 

homestead clusters that could serve as households for human P. falciparum hosts. 

Circle representations of sites are not to scale.   
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We utilized a confusion matrix of points across an area of 350 km2 in order to 

assess the accuracy of our geolocation models. This was developed using manual 

coordinate datasets gathered by two different human analysts. The 2-by-2 table 

was used to determine agreement and disagreement between analyst gathered 

datapoints and our model output coordinates.  

Figure 12: Blue grid squares (1 km2) contain both households and aquatic habits. 

338 km2 out of 2400 km2 contain both households and aquatic habitats [51]. 
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The confusion matrix “true” class for the aquatic surface features was 

composed of 130 pre-identified positive point features and 670 randomly 

generated negative points. Matching consisted of coordinates falling within 15 m 

of each other. The confusion matrix actual class for household cluster features was 

composed of 5,912 pre-identified positive point features and 2,679 randomly 

generated negative points. Matching consisted of falling with same household 

Figure 13: Semi-urban landscape distribution. Grid squares (1 km2) in blue have 

household numbers greater than one standard deviation above the mean.  These 

areas show a different household density and arrangement compared to 

traditional rural homesteads.  
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cluster (100 m SE +/- 15 m). Table 1 lists sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive 

value, negative predictive value, and F1-score for both classification models.  

 

 

3.2  Observed Seasonal Differences in Vector Related Sites 

 The NDVI raster showed the wet season imagery had significantly increased 

green vegetation coverage compared to the dry season imagery. Live vegetation 

was too numerous to individually identify and enumerate and was present in all 

Table 1: Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative 

predictive value (NPV), F-score (from 0 to 1)  for both aquatic habitat and host 

household geolocation classifiers. Accuracy was determined by use of confusion 

matrix as compared to manual human analyst visual identification of malaria 

transmission sites.  
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grid squares. Due to this overabundance, instead of individual site analysis we 

examined the NDVI as a larger component of seasonality in number of 

transmission sites.  

Across the study area, 18,537 households fell within 3 km Euclidean 

distance of an aquatic habitat. Approximately 50% of households in the dry season 

Figure 14: Normalized differential vegetation index of study area. Green 

represents surfaces with actively photosynthesizing plant life, yellow represents 

surfaces with no live vegetation. Imagery on the left was taken during the dry 

season (OCT ’16) while imagery on the right was taken during the wet season 

(MAR ’16).  
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were within 3 km of a potential mosquito aquatic habitat [52]. Every household in 

the wet season imagery was within this distance.  

We compared our aquatic habitat results with that derived from a 

topographical analysis of hydrography for assessing locations of potential 

anopheline habitats. Our results differed significantly from the topographical 

hydrography assessment in both the wet and dry season in its predicted areas 

Figure 15: Households within a radius of 3 km from an aquatic habitat [52]. Blue 

dots represent households within radius while pink dots were outside of 3 km 

radius. The yellow line differentiates between dry season imagery to the west 

and wet seasons to the east.  
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suitable for aquatic habitats with only 14.3% percent agreement between the 

terrain-based landscape indices model and our model. Overall the terrain-based 

landscape indices were hydrographically accurate to all surface water as we had a 

percent agreement of 82.3% between all surface water and our model sites but this 

included a margin of error up to 150 m. Those aquatic habitats found in areas not 

predicted by the terrain were usually artificially created ponds or lakes created 

through damming. In the wet season some of the hydrography was present on the 

surface as marshy or wetland.  

Figure 16: Terrain based landscape indices for water flow and mosquito aquatic 

habitat suitability [9]. Blue lines are areas where water should be present based 

on landscape indices analysis. Purple lines represent characterization as aquatic 

habitats suitable for mosquito larval development according to landscape 

analysis. Yellow dots are locations of aquatic habitats according to our 

geolocation model.  
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3.3  Household Distribution and Density 

Our density-based cluster analysis of household structures resulted in 8,656 

homestead clusters identified in the study area. Clusters ranged from 2 to 860 

structures in size. The largest clusters represented semi-urban “townships” 

including the town expanse of Macha itself at 860 potential household structures. 

We identified 8 semi-urban areas with household clusters greater than 100 across 

the study area. 

Figure 17: Clusters of households into homestead groups. Colors arbitrarily 

assigned to distinguish separate  homesteads at scale (1 cm = 5 km).   
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We identified 6 clusters of non-homestead settlements, a settlement structure 

not based on a rural extended familiar household grouping, in our study area. 

These townships featured groupings of greater than 100 potential household 

structures. Most were located in the south and west and all were along paved 

roadways. These townships contained non-residential buildings in addition to 

homesteads and had a much higher ratio of artificial roofing materials.  

Figure 18: Semi-urban areas in the study area. The yellow and orange clusters 

are false-positives due to higher model error rates in those areas. The other six 

clusters (red, purple, blue, green, violet, and teal) show groups of households of 

greater than 100.  
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Using our household geolocator model we examined the estimated population 

density of the Macha study area by extrapolating our household numbers by the 

average household size in Southern Province [53]. Our results were contrasted 

with another population density estimate of the study area from the WorldPop 

2010 dataset. Comparing the two population density maps of our study area the 

WorldPop 2010 estimate displayed population density clustering around the 

central road network which we did not observe. There were two population 

clusters that both of our estimates showed but the WorldPop density map did not 

exhibit the town of Macha located in the northwest of the study area which was 

Figure 19: Comparison of population density from WorldPop [53] (left) and our 

household data (right) at 1 km resolution. Human population density estimate 

was based on an average of 5.4 persons per household for Southern Province 

[54]. Black represents less population per km2 while white represents more 

persons per km2,  range from less than one to 350 persons per km2. 

< 1 – 100+ < 1 – 100+ 
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the largest township and highest population density our model displayed across 

the entire map.  
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

4.1 Image Mining of Sites Key to Malaria Transmission 

Understanding local and individual-scale malaria transmission is key to 

achieving effective malaria elimination in the endemic, low-resource 

environments seen in many parts of the developing world. The dataset produced 

from our geolocation model forms an important part of this understanding. The 

aquatic habitats identified by our model show where mosquito vector larvae may 

develop and the seasonality of transmission in the Macha region is reflected in the 

ratio of aquatic habitats between the dry and wet season, 0.364 habitats per km2  

compared to 1.468 per km2 or 1:4. While these are potential mosquito aquatic 

habitats and more research is needed to verify our visible surface water as An. 

arabiensis and other potential vector species aquatic habitats, there is previous 

research supporting our approach [55]. The households identified by our model 

are areas where P. falciparum can exist in a host or where infected mosquitoes can 

find a human host. The human landscape of malaria transmission in our study 

area gives us insight into where malaria transmission is likely to occur and where 

interventions should be targeted. Spatial heterogeneity in households was also 

discovered with six semi-urban townships located in the primarily rural area.  
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Combining remote sensing, GIS, and data mining techniques to create a 

powerful tool for local geospatial analysis was not without its limitations. 

However, gathering the number and actual positions of locations that represent 

crucial steps in the malaria transmission cycle was useful information and 

insightful to understating the entomological, epidemiological, and disease ecology 

aspects of local transmission.  

 

4.2 Geolocator Models Performance 

 Pre-classification raster processing, PCA in Aquatic Habitats model and 

pansharpening plus segmentation in the Households model, was essential in 

resolving and differentiating our features of interest from the low band satellite 

imagery. 4-band imagery was the bare minimum necessary in order to have 

enough information in the rasters to differentiate multiple surfaces for water/roofs 

isolation; 3-band imagery did not have the critical NIR band that was especially 

helpful for water edges. More bands, as in 8 or 16-band imagery would be helpful, 

but the resolution must also be high. This is the tradeoff we were presented with. 

Even with the high 1.65 m resolution, some of our household features were small 

enough to require use of the panchromatic band at 0.41 m to effectively resolve. 

Image segmentation of our study area imagery rasters produced a slightly larger 
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difference between natural materials used for roof material and similar dead 

vegetation on the ground which assisted in model differentiation. While these 

techniques may slightly shift the locations of objects in the raster, all spatial 

transformation is the same across the entire raster file so the spatial relationships 

between object remain unchanged. As long as the coordinate systems between 

layers were consistent, there was no fundamental difference in the final locations 

of the objects within the 3 m margin of error for the model itself, which was 

negligent at our spatial scale.  

 The performance of the classifiers alone was significantly less than the 

performance when paired with feature extraction processes. This reinforced the 

concept that knowledge of the study area and features of interest is important in 

additional to statistical inference and data analytics. Post-classification filtering of 

our classified rasters based on possible shapes and sizes of households and water 

bodies significantly increased accurate identification of these features. For water 

bodies, the size and shape of the polygon objects were able to provide information 

on the type of water body identified; however, this was cross-referenced with a 

topological hydrography layer as the water feature could be the result of man-

made activities or be located underground and represent swamp or wetlands on 

the surface rather than a clear water feature.  
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 Currently our model is not able to differentiate occupied and unoccupied 

household structures. Another limitation of the household model is determining 

if mixed-use or non-traditional structures are households, as semi-urban areas 

feature rectangular or square buildings with multiple rooms and possible uses as 

well as multi-persons dwellings (i.e. dormitory or hotel) that were not the standard 

family group. We erred on including structures that were not obviously non-

households (hospital, market, school etc.) as possible households as it was likely 

humans would also be located there most days.  

 We used a confusion matrix for a simplified accuracy assessment as we were 

only interested in the accuracy of our identified point features and not the rest of 

the classified raster image. We evaluated our datasets on a testing set we had pre-

identified visually for this purpose. However, we did not look at our training sets 

or a separate external raster image. To create our “true” and “false” points, it took 

several months for two analysts to manually gather these points. which is why 

time was a limiting factor at developing similar confusion matrix assessments for 

classifier training sets to gather training error and an external dataset to develop 

externa model validity. 

  Overall our aquatic model sensitivity was very good at 94.9% in the testing set. 

Specificity was lower at 91.4% but our precision is only 88.9% which is primarily 

due to the many objects in the study area rasters that appeared similar to water 
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(asphalt, concrete, mud, and wet ground). Our household model had a lower 

sensitivity of 83.5%. We believe this is most likely due to the model not identifying 

some smaller structures in the homestead clusters that may be close to other 

households, partially covered by trees or more recently gathered natural material 

roof structures. We saw a higher level of sensitivity in the wet season as  there is 

greater wavelength difference between the dead vegetation and dry mud used for 

roofs and the wet, live vegetation and grounds around them. True specificity for 

the aquatic and household models was possibly higher due to limited randomly 

generated negative points and does not represent the ratio of total negative to 

positive pixels across the imagery ( > 0.01%) that the models excluded. 

 

4.3 Local Patterns and Distribution of Human Habitations 

Our household model was particularly effective at identifying homestead 

clusters of structures and the larger settlements. If increased accuracy is necessary, 

a human analyst can much more quickly individually enumerate structures or 

identify domicile households rather than attempting to manually go through the 

entire imagery.  

Across the study area, household density ratios varied from < 1 to 350 per km2  

with an average of 14 per km2.  The highest densities were found around the town 
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of Macha itself and several other townships located near roads. Outside of the 6 

semi-urban townships, the approximately 8,600 homesteads are more evenly 

distributed but were less common in more rocky areas. Clusters were often seen 

in a “hub-and-spoke” fashion where a large cluster would have dirt paths leading 

out from it to other smaller household clusters. We saw an increase in households 

in the north-west of the study area as this is where Mach itself was located. The 

areas in the center north had the lowest accuracy for our household classifier, 

which produced two false household clusters. This was caused by the sparse and 

rocky nature of the terrain in that area and the relatively few households. Large 

uniform color and shaped rocks would often be misidentified as household 

structures, which is why it was more accurate to run the model using wet season 

imagery as the rocks would by then covered by plant growth.  

Compared with the WorldPop population estimates our model produced 

markedly different results. The WorldPop gridded population estimates were 

created through land-use cover assessment and extrapolation from higher-

population, fine-scale, census data onto other rural areas such as our study area 

[53]. This top-down mapping produced different results from our bottom-up 

method. Although our population distribution estimate was also based on 

possibly inaccurate census data [54], this would only apply to the absolute values. 

However, the underlying population distribution appear completely different 
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regardless. Further investigation is warranted to attempt to confirm if our results 

are more accurate.  

 

4.4 Landscape Epidemiology of Households and Habitats 

Sugar feeding sites in the study area were not individually resolvable into 

specific plants. The local malaria vector species are known to feed on a wide 

variety of plant types for nectar or honeydew. The wet season imagery had an 

abundance of plants which prevented us from enumerating and geolocating them, 

so we used NDVI to assess the overall live plant volume and area coverage. Even 

in the dry season, the individual plant datasets were large enough to be too much 

for our raster processing techniques and sufficiently distributed that mosquitoes 

could find sugar sites at all household sites and aquatic habitat sites. Identification 

of specific plant species from remote sensing data requires specialized knowledge 

and methods outside the scope of this project.  

Based on our understanding of the spatial aspects of malaria transmission 

dynamics, the distances between aquatic habitats and host households are one of 

the modifiers of transmission outside of any vectoral or parasite interventions. 

Applying this to our constructed dataset, we see that the areas located within 1 km 

of the dry season aquatic habitats are the most likely areas to harbor infection in 
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humans. These households have a higher risk compared to households further 

away as female mosquitoes are unlikely to move further away from aquatic 

habitats when they are not prevented from feeding on nearby blood meal sources. 

3 km represents the common limit of mosquito travel from aquatic habitat sites 

[52], so our household model allows us to spatially rank households from most 

malaria infection risk, moderate malaria risk, and least risk during the dry season. 

During the wet season this expands to cover essentially all households, which 

makes prioritizing interventions in the dry season critical to local elimination.  

We have also been able to divide our study area into a grid of 1 km2, each of 

which contain household sites and aquatic habitat sites. This makes running 

malaria disease modeling at the individual actor level significantly easier, with 

each grid square with both types of sites comprising a malaria infection cycle that 

could be simulated for further understanding of transmission dynamics at this 

scale.  

 

4.5 Seasonal Differences in Transmission Potential  

We observed significant increase in the number of aquatic habitats present 

during the wet season, which may correspond to the increase in seasonal 

transmission of malaria observed in the region. The NDVI raster of the study area 
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starkly contrasted the levels of live and dead vegetation, where the wet season has 

a continuous blanket of leafy green plants outside of any area specifically cleared 

by humans. The dry season still does contain sufficient live plants in every grid 

square to support Anopheles sugar feeding, both by aquatic habitats and 

households. While not useful for determining sugar feeding sites, this information 

supports the assertation of a large increase in surface water during the wet season 

as the massive increase in plant life would require it [55].   

While the household density did not differ in the wet season imagery area, the 

four-fold increase in detected surface water aquatic habitats meant that a majority 

of grid squares that contained households also had aquatic habitat inside of them. 

We did not observe this in the dry season, where only those households located 

near the dry stream beds had aquatic habitats within one km. When we expanded 

the search radius to 3 km, we observed that every identified household in the wet 

season fell within 3 km of potential aquatic habitat. This was only true of less than 

half of the households seen in the dry season. Targeting interventions to the fewer 

areas of possible transmission in the dry season is more likely to show success 

rather than in the wet season when transmission is possible all over [55]. A 

significant limitation of this study was the lack of multiple time point imagery, as 

households and aquatic habitats will change location over time, and even between 

seasons [10]. This was due to funding and remote sensing imagery availability, but 
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future review of overlapping wet/dry seasons imagery and updated 2018 imagery 

is necessary to continue evaluation of our model performance and the spatial 

dynamics of malaria transmission in the Macha area.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Broader Lessons 

This work has shown the utility of remote sensing in  parametrizing the spatial 

relationships within and between host households and aquatic habitats in rural 

Zambia. We learned that use of additional spectral and data analysis tools greatly 

improved the performance of our classifiers. The spatial heterogeneity in 

household distribution and densities was also observed, even in this primarily 

rural area. Areas where malaria transmission was most likely to be occurring  in 

such a low-prevalence setting were identified, as well as areas unlikely to have 

active transmission based on current understanding of mosquito behavior.  

The combination of spatial interactions allows us to visualize a potential 

sequence of malaria transmission, from larva to vector, vector to P. falciparum host, 

host to new vector, and finally vector to new larval generation. Realizing the actual 

makeup of malaria transmission networks at this fine spatial scale has long eluded 

malariologists and is applicable to many other localities currently attempting to 

reduce or eliminate malaria. These findings support the use of GIS software to 

inform or evaluate interventions, even at the level of sub-national government 
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health organizations or non-governmental organizations that may be resource 

constrained.  

 

5.2 Future Work 

 More advanced remote sensing imagery with additional bands and finer 

resolution become available every year and we hope to make use of this imagery 

for improved accuracy in identifying our sites of interest. Further investigation 

into sugar feeding locations is currently limited by the lack of entomological 

determination of preferred plant species for Anopheles in the Choma District. There 

is great potential for classifying plant life categories in the area as has been done 

in other regions. The most immediate utility our spatial datasets are as a piece of 

a larger malaria transmission modeling framework for Macha. Understanding the 

spatial dynamics of malaria transmission in Macha are only one part of the larger 

picture. For this reason, we hope to use our household and aquatic habitats 

landscapes to serve as an initial run of the MBITES microscale agent-based malaria 

transmission model by the MASH group.  
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